prepare blood dilutions by pushbutton...

make cell counts automatically in 20 seconds.

For fast, error-free counting of red and white blood cells — in all types of hematological investigations — the proven Sanborn-Frommer Cell Counter and its new companion Hemo-Diluters save valuable time and greatly increase laboratory capabilities. After samples are prepared and instruments energized, all operations are automatic. Instrument costs are substantially less than for other equipment of comparable capabilities and specifications: Model 75 Cell Counter is $1800, Model 74R and 74W Hemo-Diluters, $375 each (F.O.B. Waltham).

Each Hemo-Diluter automatically picks up and dispenses sample and diluent by pushbutton: Model 74W provides dilution in a ratio of 1 to 101 for white cells and Model 74R a ratio of 1 to 30,000 in two steps for red cells (accurate to ±1½%). White cell dilutions take only about 20 seconds, red cell dilution about 40 seconds.

Cell counts are made by pouring sample into Cell Counter reservoir, depressing lever, and reading count directly in cells/mm³ on meter scale. Count is indicated within six seconds of pouring and continues for about 15 seconds. The next sample can be poured and measured immediately. Total cells sampled is approximately 50 times that of manual count, and repeatability of a single reading is ±1½%.

Call your nearby Hewlett-Packard/Sanborn office for complete information or write: Sanborn Division, Hewlett-Packard Company, Waltham, Mass. 02154.
Our word 'enzyme' is derived from the Greek for sourdough. In learning to bake, man learned the importance of acidity, time, temperature and technique... the same variables which control enzyme reactions in our laboratories today.

**Variables must be controlled** in prothrombin time testing, as in any enzyme assay. The system in which fibrinogen represents the substrate, thrombin the enzyme, is extremely sensitive to even minor aberrations. Relatively small changes in temperature or pH can add dangerous seconds to the prothrombin time.

**Diagnostic Plasma Warner-Chilcott monitors all variables** in both the normal and therapeutic range. Standardized to contain all clotting factors in optimal amounts, it dependably detects errors due to temperature, pH, reagents or contaminants. And it is the only control plasma available for citrated as well as oxalated samples. So, to avoid "half-baked" results, make...

**Diagnostic Plasma** Warner-Chilcott your control in prothrombin time testing

---

*This One*
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BLOOD GROUPING AND TYPING REAGENTS

a line of quality

specific
quick
safe

a line of confidence

BIOTEST-SERUM-INSTITUT GMBH
FRANKFURT/MAIN · West Germany
Every extra ml. of costly blood components you can squeeze out is money in your blood bank. That’s where slant-top Pliapak and its efficient corner outlets pay off. The photo shows how.

The technician has plugged a Transpak transfer bag into a centrifuged Pliapak. Note that the connection is in the upper corner. As the interface ascends into the corner, it grows ever shorter. Toward the end, the technician holds the cannula face down, and thus is able to recover each layer down to the last few drops without admixture.

The same thrifty principle also works with Double and Triple Pliapaks. But why not see for yourself? Your Abbott man will be glad to arrange it.
Want to stockpile plasma? This Pliapak Double Plasmapheresis Unit makes it easy.

The four integral bags provide twice the usual yield of plasma from a single donor visit. Yet you don't deplete your donor's red cell supply. And just one venipuncture is needed.

Blood is collected in one of the primary bags, then centrifuged. Meanwhile a saline drip keeps the vein needle open. After expelling plasma into the transfer bag, transfuse back the donor's red cells. Now repeat with the other pair of bags.

Your donor's plasma volume can be expected to return to normal in about two days. This means you can schedule individual donors as often as once a week. Ask your Abbott Representative to show you this double unit.

**Pliapak® Double Plasmapheresis Unit**
TIME SAVING I A unique punched card system eliminates the laborious time-consuming clerical work required to interpret test results by conventional methods.

SPECIFIC I Each of the ELEVEN — Group O Reagent Red Blood Cells is obtained from the individual donor. A master code outlines the carefully selected antigenic determinants for each Data-Cyte series.

STABLE I 35-day stability assures maximum use and specific reactivity. The special Data-Cyte diluent will minimize cell hemolysis during the dating period.

OPTIMUM CONCENTRATION I Test results using Data-Cyte 3% cell suspensions are easier to read.

READY TO USE I Data-Cyte cells are used full strength — no prior dilution or washing required.

Distributed in the United States by Scientific Products
Available from other leading distributors throughout the world
The speed and accuracy of the Coulter Counter® for routine blood cell counting is a truism...now considerably more diagnostic data is obtained simultaneously—a bonus of an MCV and Hematocrit!

Mean cell volume in 8 seconds! New!
The Coulter Mean Cell Volume Computer is automatic, operates in conjunction with Coulter Counter Models A, B and F to provide almost instant MCV’s for every count and offers ±1% reproducibility.

Packed cell volume in 15 seconds! New!
The Coulter Hematocrit Computer is also automatic...operates with the Coulter MCV Computer and Coulter Counter Models A, B or F to provide almost instant Hematocrit tests with ±1% reproducibility.
Disposable, accurate, ready-to-use platelet counts! New!
The Coulter Platelet Kit is used with the Coulter Counter to provide 20 highly accu-
rate platelet tests per kit with ease and without eye strain.* Platelet tests on a high
volume basis are now simple and standard for a single technologist to perform. Each
kit complete with 1 bottle of reagent; capillary pipettes; pre-sealed, pre-cut tubing,
and mouth pipetter. A major innovation in platelet counting.

*Reference: B. S. Bull, M.D., A. Schneiderman, Ph.D.; and George Brecher, M.D.: Platelet Counts with the
Coulter Counter. American Journal of Clinical Pathology, Vol. 44, No. 6, pp. 678-688. Also available: the
more than 100 article bibliography concerned with the Coulter Counter and its applications.
Write for complete information.
There's something new about Sahlis and Wintrobes.
Take our word* for it…

Discover the advantages of these two new, “one-use” items — Adams Disposable Sahli A/1 Pipettes and Adams Disposable Wintrobe Tubes. It's your opportunity for optimum efficiency and economy. Take it from us.

**Our word:**

**DISPOSABLE**

**ADAMS® DISPOSABLE SAHLI A/1" PIPETTES**
Eliminate time consuming cleaning of non-disposables... and time is money. Now you can enjoy this convenience — and savings. These pipettes offer high quality at a disposable price... about $0.50 each. Note these special advantages:

- Guaranteed accuracy of ±1%.
- Calibrated to contain 20 cu. mm. quantity — black calibration mark clearly indicates 20 cu. mm. level.
- Color coded (red) for easy identification.
- One end square cut for easy specimen collection. The other end is fire polished and smoothly rounded for ready insertion into special suction tube; this end is also constricted for finer control in filling.
- New Plastic Suction Tube — designed to provide ease in filling and in rinsing with diluting fluid. One end tapered to provide integral mouthpiece, other end flared to facilitate insertion and removal of pipette.

Adams Disposable Sahli A/1 Pipettes are packed 100 pipettes with one Plastic Suction tube per cardboard vial, 10 vials per box. The vial is small enough to be carried in a technician's tray.

Try these new pipettes for maximum efficiency... and minimum cost:

Vial $5.00
Per Box (10 vials) $47.50

**ADAMS**

**DISPOSABLE WINTROBE TUBES**
Indispensable for convenience and economy. You'll like the convenience of the unique storage box which converts to a sturdy 16-tube sedimentation rack. What's more, you'll appreciate these special features:

- Fully calibrated for Wintrobe Sedimentation and Hematocrit tests.
- Precisely marked in easy-to-read green graduations.
- Heavy annealed glass tubes (115 mm. long) withstand pressure of centrifuging.
- Uniform 3 mm. bore and flat bottom on inside of tube assure accuracy.
- Top of each tube is fire polished.

The convenient combination rack and storage box contains 100 Adams Disposable Wintrobe Tubes, 50 each in 2 separate plastic bags, packed in an upright position. These new disposable tubes are too economical to ignore:

Per box (100 tubes) $10.50
5 boxes (500 tubes) — $52.45 per box
10 boxes (1000 tubes) — $94.40 per box

Prices shown herein are manufacturers suggested selling prices

*pat. pend.
Abbott Laboratories announces a new antineoplastic agent

Vercyte™ pipobrom

Vercyte has been under clinical investigation since 1960. The drug is the first piperazine derivative to show oncolytic activity. Although the precise mode of action is not known, Vercyte has been classified as an alkylating agent by the Cancer Chemotherapy National Service Center.

When Vercyte is administered at the recommended dosage, depression of the bone marrow usually develops slowly. This permits versatile adjustment of dosage.

Polycythemia Vera

Some investigators\(^1\) believe that Vercyte may prove to be the new drug of choice for this disease.

In one study,\(^2\) the disease was controlled in 50 out of 51 patients who received a full course of treatment. Forty (76%) of these patients had complete remission with no apparent disease state.

Patients have been treated successfully for periods ranging from 48 to 1627 days, with an average of 421 days.

Vercyte can often eliminate the need for venesection, or can be used when venesection fails. Unlike radioactive phosphorus, the drug needs no special facilities for its use. Dosage is oral.

Chronic Granulocytic Leukemia

In 35 patients with granulocytic leukemia,\(^3,4,5,6\) thirteen had a complete remission and ten experienced moderate remission. Remission was mild for seven, while granulocyte levels were appreciably reduced in another four.

To date, the longest duration of remission with therapy has been over three years.
Contraindications:
Vercyte should not be used if bone marrow depression is present from X-ray or previous cytotoxic chemotherapy.

Warnings, Precautions, and Adverse Reactions:
Since Vercyte depresses the bone marrow, initiate therapy in a closely supervised environment. Complete blood and platelet counts should be taken once or twice weekly. Perform bone marrow studies before therapy and at time of maximal response; also liver and kidney function tests before therapy and periodically thereafter.

Discontinue use temporarily if the leukocyte count falls to 3,000 or less, or if platelet count is reduced to 150,000 or less. Hemolytic anemia may occur, and is often accompanied by leukopenia. Based on present studies, Vercyte is not recommended for children under 15 or for use during pregnancy.

Gastrointestinal upset and skin rash have occurred. If these persist, withdrawal of the drug may be necessary. Vercyte is available in 10 mg. and 25 mg. grooved tablets.

References:

For complete medical information, please see your Abbott representative or write Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, Ill.
SPECIAL OFFER

A limited supply is still available of the

PROCEEDINGS OF
THE SEVENTH CONGRESS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF
HEMATOLOGY, ROME, 1958—
IN FOUR VOLUMES

1960 7 x 10 1,685 pp.
1,700 illus. and tables
Original Price $30.00

The complete set is now being offered
at a special reduced price of $12.00.

In order to assure prompt delivery please
send your order immediately to:

Intercontinental
Medical Book Corporation
381 Park Avenue South
New York, N. Y. 10016

NOW, the Second, Revised

LEUKEMIA

By William Dameshek, M.D., and
Frederick Gunz, M.D., Ph.D.

This new report on a subject of increasing clinical importance explores many of the new findings in hematology that affect leukemia. It remains the definitive work for today's practitioner. Said Lancet of the first edition: "... a superb job... this book is a classic work."

608 pp., 202 illus., plus 4 color plates, $25.00

GRUNE & STRATTON, Inc.
381 Park Avenue South
New York, N. Y. 10016

Ortho Brain Thromboplastin

UNCHANGING thromboplastic activity for unexcelled reproducibility

lot after lot...
Progress in Clinical Pathology

A Review of Significant Advances in the Field of Clinical Pathology

Edited by MARIO STEFANINI, M.D., F.A.C.P.

The formidable task of keeping abreast of the rapid and diverse progress being made in the field of Clinical Pathology is made easier with the publication of this new volume. The first of a projected series, it brings to the fore important new perspectives, approaches, facts and methods not only in basic sciences but instrumentation and methodology as they affect the practice of Clinical Pathology and Medicine. A uniquely usable aid is the 54-page index—probably the most complete cross reference to the field available today.

CONTENTS

1. The Scope of Clinical Pathology, James N. Patterson
2. Normal Values from Results of Testing Patients’ Specimens. Robert C. Hoffmann and Margaret E. Waid
4. Fluorometric Techniques in Clinical Pathology and Their Interpretation. R. E. Phillips and F. R. Elevitch
7. Recent Practices in Diagnostic Bacteriology. Henry D. Isenberg and James I. Berkman
8. Enzymology: General Considerations; Serum a-Hydroxybutyric Dehydrogenase and Serum Guanase, Edwin M. Knights
10. Human Serum Lipoproteins: Advances in Physical and Chemical Methods of Isolation and Analysis, A. Scanu and J. L. Granda
11. Glycoproteins: Methods of Study of Changes in Health and Disease, Marvin R. Shetlar
12. Recent Advances in Diagnosis, Treatment and Prevention of Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn, E. R. Jennings
13. Microbiologic Diagnosis of Tuberculosis and Mycobacterioses, Ralph H. Hubble
14. The Screening of Newborn Infants for Hereditary Metabolic Defects, David Yi-Yung Hsia
15. Recent Advances in the Clinical Biochemistry of Diseases of Childhood, Donough O’Brien, Frank Ibbott and Denis Rodgerson

664 pp., 115 illus., $23.75
Supplement to Volume 59, 1966
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE

“Measurement in
Therapeutic Assessment”

This valuable Supplement, just published, comprises 23 articles in some 100 pages, dealing with assessment of gastrointestinal, cardiovascular and respiratory function, psychiatric assessment, analysis of measurement data, measurement of pain and analgesia, and assessments in rheumatic disease.

It is available, at $4.50, from:

The Royal Society of Medicine
1 Wimpole Street, London, W.1

Subscribers to the PROCEEDINGS receive the Supplement without cost. Published monthly, annual subscription $26.50. U. S. representative: GRUNE & STRATTON, INC., 381 PARK AVE. SOUTH, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10016.

THE HEMORRHAGIC
DISORDERS
SECOND EDITION

By Mario Stefanini, M.D., and
William Dameshek, M.D.

J.A.M.A. said: “... the excellent monograph of Stefanini and Dameshek... appears in a completely revised second edition. The text is increased by 60 per cent. Extensive additions in illustrations and bibliography round out a splendid and highly recommended presentation.”

640 Pages · 241 illus., 43 in color · $21.50

ORTHODIAGNOSTICS
Raritan, New Jersey 08869
No Compromise on Quality!

Esco microscope slides

Guaranteed* Pre-Cleaned

Use as they come from the box. No advance cleaning required.

Enjoy these quality microscope slide features:
- Made from finest L.O.F. American glass
- Individually selected for uniform cleanliness
- Precision-ground edges on all four sides
- Annealed to minimize chipping and breakage
- Thin, flat and resistant to corrosion or fogging
- Special dispensing package allows easy removal of slides individually or in groups, without destroying cleanliness.

*Satisfaction guaranteed or merchandise replaced.

For further information on ESCO SLIDES and COVER GLASSES, write for Brochure No. 9.
NO OTHER METHOD...

for storing donor blood preserves the characteristics of circulating blood better than the Fenwal CPD¹ BLOOD-PACK® Unit. Now CPD anticoagulant solution is available in Fenwal Plastic BLOOD-PACK systems.

¹ Citrate•Phosphate•Dextrose

Literature available upon request
Fenwal BLOOD-PACK Units are now available with CPD anticoagulant solution.

1 Citrate•Phosphate•Dextrose
The Cell-Proof Closure blocks red cell entry to the connecting tubes and transfer packs during blood collection and centrifugation.

Red cell-free plasma maintains normal AHF effectiveness levels... decreases the probability of immunization to blood group antigens.
ACCENT ON ACCURACY with FENWAL SEGMENTS

Never a misplaced pilot tube. • Always a blood sample identical to the unit from which it is taken. • You can be sure each recipient’s sample is matched to the donor’s blood EVERY TIME.

FENWAL NUMBERED SEGMENTS PUT THE ACCENT WHERE IT BELONGS—ON ACCURACY.
The
blood cell counter
that's truly
automatic

The Technicon system for RBC and WBC

- Eliminates sample dilution
- Eliminates calibrated glassware and washups
- Eliminates microscopic examination

Fast...60 samples per hour for RBC or WBC
Accurate, because it's the AutoAnalyzer way...
no coincidence error
Reproducible to 2/2
Self-standardizing, self-cleaning, including reverse wash of the flowcell

A Plus: Add a colorimeter and you're ready to determine hemoglobin. Addition of one or two more modules completes an AutoAnalyzer system that can do up to 90% of routine clinical tests.

Want the full story?
Write for this 8-page booklet.

Technicon
No longer must transfusions be in the form of whole blood only. Today, it is entirely feasible for even small blood banks to supply specific products for anemia, hemophilia, thrombocytopenia, etc. — all from one unit of blood.

One of the most important areas in which the RC-3 is demonstrating its superiority is in the separation of blood components. No other instrument available so dramatically reduces blood processing times as does the RC-3. Centrifuging operations that once took as much as thirty minutes to complete may now be performed within seven minutes or less. Write for Bulletin — BL-100CT.
specialists with blood specimens

make blood work-ups easier, safer, faster, more accurate, more economical with

[B-D] blood collecting and testing equipment...
specialists with blood specimens

recognized standard for drawing better venous blood specimens

[B-D] VACUTAINER system

BECTON, DICKINSON AND COMPANY · RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY
In Canada: Becton, Dickinson & Co., Canada, Ltd., Clarkson, Ontario

B-D AND VACUTAINER ARE TRADEMARKS
Assembled VACUTAINER Aspirating Syringe—your choice of needle, holder and evacuated tube—handles like a conventional syringe and needle. Provides, at low cost, superior, consistent-volume blood specimens and, when needed, multiple specimens from one venipuncture. Eliminates apportioning of specimen... each specimen is separate and may be centrifuged in its own precapped tube. New small-volume VACUTAINER Products are especially valuable in pediatrics, geriatrics and microanalytic laboratory procedures.

12 tube sizes, 6 needle sizes, add versatility

Ready-to-use VACUTAINER Specimen Tubes with color-coded stoppers (2 ml. to 50 ml.) are available plain or with anticoagulants for collection of clotted or whole blood. Sterile VACUTAINER Needles eliminate cross-infection... are the sharpest ever for almost pain-free venipuncture. Specimen tubes and needles, and Holder-Needle of small-volume units, are disposable... eliminate costly handling, cleaning and sterilization.

“A laboratory test is no better than the specimen, and the specimen no better than the manner in which it was collected.”
specialists with blood specimens

with both capillary and venous blood

**B-D** disposables make work easier from start to finish

simplify blood collection and dilution

**B-D** DUNOPETTE disposable blood diluting pipette

Both collects and dilutes blood specimens accurately and routinely for hematological cell counts—manual or electronic—and biochemical procedures.

ease microbiological diagnosis

**B-D** VACUTAINER culture bottle and sterile blood taking unit

perform accurate “sed” rates and hematocrits

**B-D** SEDITUBE disposable sedimentation tube and

**B-D** SEDIRAK sedimentation tube rack

save time cleansing puncture site

**B-D** DISPOSABLE SWABS

assure trouble-free finger puncture

**B-D** MICROLANCE sterile disposable blood lancets

screen for blood groups more efficiently

**B-D** BLOOD TEST CARD

BECTON, DICKINSON AND COMPANY • RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY

In Canada: Becton, Dickinson & Co., Canada, Ltd., Clarkson, Ontario

**B-D**, MICROLANCE, SEDIRAK, SEDITUBE, DUNOPETTE AND VACUTAINER ARE TRADEMARKS
Iron deficiency anemia?

Prescribe **FERO-GRAD-500®**

Once-a-day hematinic supplies 525 mg. of Ferrous Sulfate in Controlled-Release form plus 500 mg. of Ascorbic Acid to help insure optimal iron absorption.

simplicity

one drop...from one vial...in one test tube

Broader range for detection of 29 irregular antibodies with single vial simplicity and single vial economy. Less Coombs Serum and bovine albumin required, making the cost per test much lower.

This is a screening reagent of choice. THIS IS HEMANTIGEN®.

PFIZER DIAGNOSTICS Dept., Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc., New York, New York, 10036